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‘ To all whom it may concern: 
Be it knownthat I, SAHATIEL G. MAN 

DALIAN, a citizen of the United States, resid 
ing at North Attleboro, in the county of 
Bristol and State ,of Massachusetts, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve~ 
ments in Enameled Armor-Mesh Fabrics 
and Methods of Finishing Same, of which 
the following ,is a speci?cation. 
My invention relates to metallic mesh fab! 

ric. adapted to use in the construction of 
' mesh bags, purses, and other ornamental 
articles; and particularly to that ty e of 

. mesh commonly known as “armor mes ” or 
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' ing thereby four metal ring 'links. 
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“fish scale mesh.” This type of mesh com— 
prises arallel series of cruciform links or 
plates ach- having four corner prongs con 
verging in the rear of the plate and englalg 

e 
front of the metal fabric thus composed has 
a coating of colored enamel. - 

~ The metals which‘ are suitable for this 
‘construction are, like brass, German silver, 
silver plate, and the like,'of a bright or shiny 
character; the different links are jointed and 
to a limited'extent movable with relation to 
each other; and the top surfaces of ring‘ 
links lie in a slightly lower plane than \those 
of the plate_links. ‘Therefore to attempt 
a blanket 'deposit of enamel upon the surface 
of a mesh strip has not heretofore been com 
-mercially feasible because it failed to ef 
fectu'ally cover and permanently conceal 
the-joints and occasional ring links, but im 
parted to the complete article a tinny, raw, 
and un?nished, rather than a salable uni 
‘form, and soft appearance. ' 
The essential objects of my invention are 

to remed the 'above defects, and attain the 
recited advantages, as well as ‘to enable the 
successful use of more delicate shades of 
enamel than has been heretofore possible. 
To the above ends essentially my inven 

tion consists in such parts and combinations, 
and in such steps and combinations of steps 
as fall within the scope of the appended 
claims. I _ ' 

In the accompanying drawings which 
form a part of this speci?cation 
‘Figure 1 is a front elevation of an armor 

mesh .vfabric, greatly enlarged, embodying 
and made'a'ccordingto my invention, , 
Fi re 2, ‘a section of a cruciform link on 

line§2 of Figure l," and - " ' 

Figure 3, a section of a ring link on line 
3—3 of Figure 1. -- ' '- ' 

Like reference characters, indicate like 
parts throughout the views. _ 
In carrying out my invention an armored 

mesh fabric is constructed in the usual man~ 
ner ‘from German silver, brass, silver plated 
or nickel plated stock, or other thin bend~ 
able metal. This consists of parallel circular 
or ring links, represented generally by 4, 
.each four of which links are loosely on 
gaged to a ?at cruciform link or plate, rep 
resented in a general. way by 5, by four cor 
ner prongs 6 converging in the rear of the 
plate. 

It is sought to apply enamel to this fabric, 
but‘ in order to attain the results herein~ 
above referred to I have ascertained that it 
is necessary to impart a dark ?nish to the 
fabric prior to the application of the enamel. 
This preliminary step of darkening the 
metal may be effected in various ways, such 
for instance as dipping the fabric in sodium 
sul?de solution. > _ ' 

After the darkening step, the enamel of 
any desired ornamental color is a plied to 
the face of the mesh fabric in an‘ conven 
ient manner. That is to say the‘ enamel in 
liquid state may be applied to‘t-ne front face 
of the fabric and then baked thereon. ' 

In Figure-2 the body’ of a link 5 is indi_ 
cated by 7, and the enamel coating thereon 
by 8. In Figure 3 the body of the linkis 
indicated by 9, and the enamel by 10. 
To physically apply the enamel to the 

?ne and flexible fabric is very di?‘icult, and 
necessarily certain parts of the fabric, such 
as portions of the ring links 4', do-not re 
ceive their intended share of enamel. This 
defect, however, is not apparent because of 
the darkened condition of the metal stock, 
and it is thus possible to produce a com 
mercial article, and with speed as well as at 
small expense. 

1. In a metallic mesh fabric for orna 
mental articles, cruciform links, ring links 
engaging the corners of the cruciform links, 
and an enamel coating u n the exposed 
surifaces of the cruciform links and the ring 
lin s. 

2.’In a metallic mesh fabric for drna 
mental articles, cruciform links provided 
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r with darkened exposed surfaces, ring links’ 
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engaging the corners of the cruciform links 
and provided with darkened exposed sur 
faces", and an enamel coating upon the ex 
posed surfaces of the cruciform links and 
the ring links._ ' 

3. A method of finishing metallic armor 
mesh fabric for ornamental articles of inter 
engaging constituent metallic links, by 
darkening the surfaces of the links, and 
depositing a coating of enamel upon the 
darkened links. 
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4. As an improved article of manufacture 
a metallic mesh fabric having interstices 
through which portions of the rings of the 
mesh are visible, the said portions being 
darkened so that the portions of the rings 
in such interstices are made less conspicuous, 
the exposed portions of the mesh being 
enameled. 
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In testimony ‘whereof I have a?ixed my 2" signature.v 
SAHATIEL G. IMANDALIAN. 


